
The Politics of Foreign Aid
Aid as a component of Colonialism
When researching the effects of foreign aid to formerly colonized countries, scholars like
William Easterly1 (2003) and Bruce Bueno De Mesquita and Alastair Smith2 (2007) argue that
donors provide aid to recipient countries in pursuit of their economic benefits, geopolitical
interests, or both. Whether to gain allies, ensure access to recipients’ natural resources or
mitigate political instability, such scholars believe that aid usually comes at a price (usually in
the shape of policy concessions).

In Palestine, decades of aid have resulted in dependency and deepened the structural
deficiencies and distortions of the Palestinian economy, while stripping the Palestinian people
of the power to resist colonialism and oppression.3

Foreign aid is not the aftermath of colonialism, it is a pillar. It is an extension of the colonial
system: a tool, another means of maintaining and sustaining economic dominance and other
forms of power over oppressed people.

The Danger of Treating Colonization As A Humanitarian Crisis

Palestinians expected the international community to support their struggle to end the Israeli
occupation of their land and ensure freedom and dignity. But aid programs are provided on the
notion that Israel’s occupation of Palestine is simply a humanitarian issue. Since the Oslo
Accords, international aid has supported, rather naively, the imported “peace process” through
benevolent colonialism. Most of the civil services provided by these unelected and
unrepresentative entities are meant to merely help Palestinians tolerate living under
occupation. And even then, where sustainable development projects in Palestine are carried
out, the Israeli occupation authorities demolish, destroy and/or confiscate structures and
equipment funded by these same aid agencies, as reported and denounced many times by the
EU since 2011.4 Therefore, without eliminating the cause of the Palestinian needs by ending the
occupation, the international NGO industrial complex normalizes the military occupation and
economic colonization of Palestine.
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The Cycle of Dependency on Aid
In Palestine, like other countries around the world, international aid systems provide financial
support to civil society organizations through development and humanitarian frameworks,
which are often short-term and top-down in nature. By implementing project-based, quick-fix
plans and acting without any accountability to the local community, the aid industry traps
Palestinians within a system focused on extracting profit and reputability rather than building
sustainable and reliable change. This disempowers Palestinian leadership and organizations
and inhibits the development of grassroots movements to develop long-term visions, along
with local and international political change.

Humanitarian and development funding of short-term projects prevents Palestinian leadership
from developing long-term, sustainable strategies and perpetuates the need for humanitarian



aid. The aid industry is a “top-down” system, meaning decisions are often made by those in
authority not those affected by the decisions made. International NGO’s and donors usually
believe that they know what is best for Palestinians, stripping them of their right to
self-determination. International NGOs and donors fund and implement projects that fit their
own perception of what the Palestinian struggle should look like, rarely allowing Palestinians to
lead the change they wish to see in their occupied communities. As a result, the projects that
are funded and implemented are not in line with the real needs and priorities of the
Palestinian people, keeping Palestinian civil society and grassroots leadership on interim
funding cycles, with fragmented programs and no long-term coordinated vision. Projects are
instead authorized by international staff who are neither elected nor permanent residents of
the city. In doing so, this approach stifles long-term development while granting consecutive
Israeli governments carte blanche to develop mass colonies and continue to systemically
ethnically cleanse Jerusalem of its Palestinian residents.

Complicity and Normalization
The NGO-isation of the occupation also works to cover up Israeli war crimes with increasingly
privatized systems. Financial assistance should, therefore, be called what it is in the bigger
picture: benevolent colonialism. A study by Aid Watch reveals that at least 78% of aid money to
the West Bank and Gaza is diverted to Israeli coffers, thereby covering at least 18% (and up to
31%) of the costs of the occupation for Israel.5 This includes Israeli measures such as port fees,
transportation fees, storage fees and “security fees” that are paid to Israeli companies or to
government institutions from Palestinian aid budgets. This highlights the hypocrisy of aid
providers, who simultaneously collaborate with Israel in trade, research and other areas,
effectively helping to maintain the occupation.

Who profits from International Aid?

Aid, as an industrial complex, is also interested in extracting profit, thus it is self-serving.
Generally, poor or formerly-colonized countries are viewed as markets and business
opportunities by donor countries. According to a recent study, the average return for aid is
approximately $2.15 for every aid dollar6. Aid becomes less of a tool for sustainable
development and more of a source of income for the donors. Concurrently, understanding aid
as a money-making machine makes it easier to understand the desire of donor countries to
preserve aid dependencies. If poor, formerly-colonized countries no longer needed aid, donor
countries would stop making profits.7
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How Can Proper Support Be Provided?
In order for aid to truly support the Palestinian struggle for freedom, it should be provided with
full awareness and sensitivity surrounding the political and historical contexts in which
Palestine and the occupation exist. The so-called “crisis” in Palestine is a political disaster, not a
humanitarian one. Through this window, different tools and goals for aid can be used to break
the cycle of aid dependency and the mere survival of Palestinians under occupation. They can
instead work towards actually ending the occupation. Aid to Palestinians should be paired with
Palestinian leadership and vision, which could help better serve Palestinian needs and
priorities, support the implementation of long-term Palestinian strategies, and allow
Palestinians their right to self-determination. Furthermore, it must be hypocrisy-free, meaning
aid providers should not be collaborators with Israeli industries, offering their aid to
Palestinians in exchange for their rights.


